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MIT did a study that unexpectedly showed that the unvaccinated actually have great research

skills, and that their posts on social media showed that they were indeed following the science,

evidenced by the documentation that they had provided in their posts.

Well it doesn’t take a rocket scientist to see that this stuff is no good. I just cant

figure out how everybody else can be so stupid?

I am a researcher by nature, prior to advent of computers and internet I was in

the library, back when the library was more than a place to rent DVDs. Early on

I had a bad feeling about the vaccines, and I now KNOW the vaccines are evil.

Having said that, I have a group of older ladies whom I’m friends with…every

last one of them has been twice jabbed and are now working on the boosters

and they seem to be fine so who knows. They got the jabs out of fear and their

doctors pushing for the vax. If they go it will be chalked up to old age. Look at

Colin, twice jabbed and died of the virus…I do find it odd that his being

vaccinated was even mentioned, seems contrary to the narrative of how well

the vax’s work and all.

the globalists knew a 100% instantaneous death rate would screw

acceptance of the vaxxine down to zero, quickly. An alternate was

selected: various lots of random loadings were distributed, from saline

solution to minimal (pick: graphene oxide) loading to the whole package,

mRNA poison + graphene oxide + polyethylene glycol + parasite eggs + ? .

That way, suspicion would be slower as only SOME of your vaccinated

friends died immediately, some lasted a few weeks, some months and

finally 3 – 5 years out (too late to casually claim causation) all the vaxxed

would die who didn’t get saline. Ingenious, isn’t it?

I believe tyou’re correct. The ptb are evil

Being a lifelong skeptic pays dividends.

I feel the same. My mom had to take the jab against her will to access

hospital care for early stage cancer. She and her friends save one who

ended up in a wheelchair, (they say all vacinnes have a risk for guillain

barr) seem fine. All my friends are fine for now but who can tell in the

long run. Although in the long run we are all dead.

Cheers.

They want everyone to know that the vaxxed can get covid so they can

blame the unvaxxed.

I’m told Colin also had a booster shot.

The simple truth: Your government wants you dead.

To paraphrase Schwab: You’ll be dead and you’ll be happy

Mass psychosis. Look it up.

I had a career as a professional researcher, using open and closed search assets.

Including doing medical research.

And over the last 10 months, I’ve done a deep dive into the clottery injections.

The data and with tthe anecdotal evidence included especially since the actual data

is being suppressed, lead me to believe that the best case scenario for those who

were actually injected with the full gene therapy, as opposed to getting one or even

two placebo saline injections. The fully injected ; and this is worse for the those

with a booster; is going to be a life time of dealing with a comprised immunity

system.

New AIDS…

Exactly

I read that the SARS-CoV2 genome contains some unusual genetic

sequences remarkably similar to the genome of the HIV virus as part of

the reasoning that the virus could NOT have originated “naturally” in

bats – so it’s not surprising that the fake vaccines might also code for

those same sequences that cause AIDS in humans.

Bombshell: Official Government Docs Comparison Suggests “Fully

Vaccinated” Are Developing AIDS

Enjoy your toxic & ineffective jabs, walking dead!

They will develop aids

Agreed. A close friend of mine was an old time “Special Operations Forensic

Scientist” who was involved in all sorts of Cold War operations to recover DNA

from places and people before DNA profiling was even supposed to have been

invented. He has more credentials than I have stored cans and I have seen him run

rings around so called “experts” and “scientists” many times over the last 40 years

or so.

He told me back in March or April 2020 that the Covid stuff was complete BS and at

best colds and flu rebranded. Even if it did exist it was not deadly as the evidence

was right in front of everyone. He told me not to worry as the real scientists and

doctors will call this out and it will blow over in a few weeks.

He was shocked and dismayed when real scientists and medical truth tellers were

silenced and the BS got worse.

When a genetically modified / lab produced vacccine was released he described it as

a clearly pre-produced “witches brew of evil” and “potentially a weapon of mass

depopulation” as this was a genetic intervention of a highly advanced type which

he not seen ever used in Humans, although he was aware of reseach conducted by

the Soviets during the cold war on mass genetic manipulation / modification to

either selectively injure or subdue an adversary. I listened and did my own reseach.

Needless to say, neither my friend nor I have taken this “witches brew of evil” and

neither have the most intelligent and deep thinking people we also know.

Sadly though, many of my own family members have taken this “witches brew of

evil”, and I am deeply concerned that my retired Forensic Scientist and cold war

warrior friend may be correct in his hypothesis that the vaccine may actually be a

“potential weapon of mass depopulation”.

My friend is no longer with us, if he was he would have shouted from the rooftops

that real science and real scientists would never, could never, ever recommend that

people be injected with a “witches brew of evil” to ostensibly protect against a

cough and runny nose – aka cold or flu.

40% of the country by march april 2022 will have aids…midterms suspended

and ww3 kicked off…buckle up…all of our worst nightmares are about to come

true

It’s getting to the point where I hope you’re right, God forgive me.

Y2K was supposed to kill us all too!

But … but … that other thing didn’t kill us, so let’s be perpetually

complacent!

But did you ever think, your same argument against Y2K would be

more aptly applied to the fear-mongers of Covid itself?

I knew Covid was radically overhyped and the response radically

preposterous, from the word go. I also was nonchalant about the

“impending doom” that Y2K was going to bring, courtesy of the

same brand of hand-wringing Chicken Littles. I also recognize there

is something terribly wrong about this “vaccine”

Fear is the killer.

The (((Vax jab))) is the Killer.

The same tribe.

Every.

Single.

Time….
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Guest Post by Dr. Thomas Siler

There is a massive propaganda push against those choosing not to vaccinate

against COVID-19 with the experimental mRNA vaccines. Mainstream

media, the big tech corporations, and our government have combined

efforts to reward compliance and to shame and marginalize non-

compliance. Their mantra says that this is a pandemic of the unvaccinated.

Persons who choose not to vaccinate are characterized as unintelligent,

selfish, paranoid people who don’t read much and live in a trailer park in

Florida (or Alabama, or Texas, or name your state). Never has there been

such an effort to cajole, manipulate through fear, and penalize people to

take an experimental medical treatment.

However, as time has passed with this pandemic and more data

accumulates about the virus and the vaccine, the unvaccinated are looking

smarter and smarter with each passing week. It has been shown now that

the vaccinated equally catch and spread the virus. Vaccine side effect data

continues to accumulate that make the risk of taking the vaccine prohibitive

as the pandemic wanes. Oral and IV medications (flccc.net) that work early

in the treatment of COVID-19 are much more attractive to take now as the

vaccine risks are becoming known, especially because the vaccinated will

need endless boosters every six months.

First, let’s address the intelligence of the unvaccinated. Vaccine hesitancy is

multi-factorial and has little to do with level of education or intelligence.

Carnegie Mellon University did a study assessing vaccine hesitancy across

educational levels. According to the study, what’s the educational level with

the most vaccine hesitancy? Ph.D. level! Those can’t all have been awarded

to liberal arts majors. Clearly, scientists who can read the data and assess

risk are among the least likely to take the mRNA vaccines.

The claim that there’s a pandemic of the unvaccinated is, therefore,

patently untrue. As a retired nurse from California recently asked, “Why do

the protected need to be protected from the unprotected by forcing the

unprotected to use the protection that did not protect the protected in the

first place?” If the vaccine works to prevent infection, then the vaccinated

have nothing to worry about. If the vaccine does not prevent infection, then

the vaccinated remain at some risk, and the unvaccinated would be less

likely to choose a vaccine that does not work well.

The mRNA vaccine efficacy is very narrow and focused on the original alpha

strain of COVID-19. By targeting one antigen group on the spike protein, it

does help for the original alpha strain, but it is clear now it does not protect

against Delta strain and is likely not protective against any future strains

that might circulate. It also appears that the efficacy wanes in 4-6 months,

leading to discussions about boosters.

Several authors have pointed out that vaccinating with a “leaky” vaccine

during a pandemic is driving the virus to escape by creating variants. If the

booster is just another iteration of the same vaccine, it likely won’t help

against the new strain but will, instead, produce evolutionary pressure on

the virus to produce even more variants and expose us to more side effects.

Why, then, is this booster strategy for everyone being pursued?

This vast Phase 3 clinical trial of mRNA vaccines in which Americans are

participating mostly out of fear is not going well. It is abundantly clear for

anyone advocating for public health that the vaccination program should be

stopped. Iceland has just stopped giving the Moderna vaccine to anyone

which is a good step in the right direction. Sweden, Denmark, and Finland

have banned the Moderna vaccine for anyone under the age of 30.

VAERS, our vaccine adverse effect reporting system, showed at the

beginning of this week 16,000 deaths, 23,000 disabilities, 10,000

MI/myocarditis, 87,000 urgent care visits, 75,000 hospital stays, and

775,000 total adverse events. The VAERS system is widely known to under-

report events, with an estimated 90 to 99% of events going unreported

there.

Eudravigilance, the European reporting system now associates 26,000

deaths in close proximity to administration of the vaccine. Whistleblower

data from the CMS system (Medicare charts) showed close to 50,000 deaths

in the Medicare group shortly after the vaccine.

An AI-powered tracking program called Project Salus also follows the

Medicare population and shows vaccinated Medicare recipients are having

worse outcomes week by week of the type consistent with Antibody

Dependent Enhancement. This occurs when the vaccine antibodies actually

accelerate the infection leading to worsening COVID-19 infection outcomes.

Antibody Dependent Enhancement has occurred previously with trials of

other coronavirus vaccines in animals. The CDC and the FDA are

suppressing this data and no one who receives the vaccine has true

informed consent.

The Rome declaration has 6,700 medical signatories attesting that the

handling of the pandemic amounts to crimes against humanity for denying

the best medical treatment and continuing to advocate for harmful

vaccines. The evidence is right in front of Americans to end the propaganda

and mass mask psychosis.

The media narrative of perpetual fear is falling apart. Norway, Sweden, and

Denmark have ended all COVID restrictions and are doing much better than

the US, UK, and Israel, three countries that continue to vaccinate into the

pandemic. Mexico, Guatemala, Indonesia, almost all of Africa, and parts of

India have low vaccination rates and are doing much better than the US,

something attributed to their managing the pandemic by using Ivermectin.

Over 500,000 people attended the Sturgis motorcycle rally in August and

there was no super spread of COVID-19. Football season started in August

and stadiums around the country are packed with 80,000 fans yelling and

screaming with no masks. There have been no superspreader events, yet the

students are forced to go back to masking in class. This makes no sense.

If the vaccine is so important why do our government leaders and illegal

aliens not have to take it? Currently, 13 states that are Democratic with high

vaccination rates have the highest “case” rates (using a faulty PCR test),

while Republican states are all doing better. How does this happen?

It should be clear that the government has manipulated COVID to create

perpetual fear, so we’ll hand it our liberty. In this giant battle between our

government and the unvaccinated, I hope enough people will refuse to

comply so that we can unite to stop this madness.

I know this decision is very difficult for many people when it comes to

losing their job. To the vaccinated, please don’t take any boosters for you’ll

just be perpetuating the risk of side effects and new variants.

If we allow the government to decide this medical decision for us, it is a

short step for the government to say it can decide other medical decisions

for you, e.g., all persons over 75 never be resuscitated; people may have only

three children (or two or one) with mandatory sterilization for women; or

refusing the government’s demands will see you denied health care.

Is this the totalitarian state you want to live in? If you are proudly

vaccinated now and on the government side, what about the next

government mandate, when you’re on the other side, coerced into a

decision you don’t want, how will you feel then?

It is obvious that the government (with the Fauci subset), the media, and

big tech, are trying to divide us and take away the freedoms we have enjoyed

as Americans. I am praying that all who call themselves Americans can

unite to end this medical tyranny and regain a free America before it is too

late. Peacefully resist and do not comply.

Image: Vaccine by Daniel Schludi. Unsplash license.
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Keep an eye on this G20 meeting folks:

https://www.g20.org/rome-summit.html

The covenant with many may be made there that starts the last 8 years:

The Rapture of the Church is after the Tribulation

Pure fiction

Jesuit Pretrib Rapture

After the covenant with the many – the time left is 7, 360 day lunar

years. The book in God’s right hand is Daniel’s 70th week; authored

by God the father. Re 5:1. It fulfills Daniel 9:24. But first come

famine, the 4th seal war, Christian persecution, Planet X, and fire

from heaven. Then the first trumpet.

You quote plenty of scriptures but Rapture is not in any of them. Do

you know why? Because it is not inn the Bible.

Try First Thessalonians 4: 13-18 and First Corinthians 15: 51-

55.

Well get right on it, Klutz.

I also suggest First Fouchydickus chapter 23.

What “tribe” do Gates and Schwab belong to? And Biden and the Clintons?

Take your anti-semitic stupidity elsewhere.

Schwab is a Rothschild Jew.

https://www.jpost.com/health-science/who-are-the-jews-behind-the-

coronavirus-vaccines-649405

Heywood Jablomi..actually according to the CDC fear is a killer when it comes to the

CCP flu . In their most recent report anxiety was listed as a major factor in Covid

problems/deaths .

Anxiety and stress alone will cause your immune system to tank, making you

that much more prone to ALL infections. Just ask any Doctor!

The biggest source of stress for most people these days comes from watching

the endless barrage of “Covid19 fear porn” being aired 24/7 by the Fake News.

Just change the channel — and you’ll be much healthier!

Big Jim: better yet > throw away the” tell-a-vision”!!!!

I’m just so pissed off at myself for my lack of Intestinal Fortitude…..

ALL of the Big Boat Companies “Mandated” Vaccine Compliance last Spring. I was about the last

holdout, waiting until the end of July, just before my rotation began, in the hopes that Clearer

Thinking would prevail.

I’m close to retirement, but not close enough, and virtually EVERY facet of the Maritime

Industry has done the same thing. I’ve still got 5 years before I can start tapping into my 401k’s.

Even with my degree in Mechanical Engineering, I wouldn’t be able to transition into something

else that even remotely is capable of replacing the kind of income I make as a Chief Engineer.

I do, however, take a LITTLE solace, in that they didn’t specify which one I had to get, so I went

with the J&J. If they try to get me to get a “Booster” from an mRNA one, I’ll have to admit

defeat…… Maybe I can find a Burger-Flippin’ job…… At least I’d qualify for some of those “Free

Bennies” that everyone else seems to think are so great…..

Sorry.

I’ve always figured that if I were somehow forced into it, I would take the Johnson

because of it’s adenovirus vector. I would take Ivermectin beforehand, and also

heavily use chlorine dioxide before and after the shot. The ClO2 in your blood

attacks any virus and oxidizes it, so it would block most of the effects of the vaxx.

The ClO2 only stays in the blood for about an hour, so repeated dosing would be

required, but I think it would work.

All of the jabs have the same toxic shit in them.

Apparently the J&J jab exits your system sooner than the others, so it

might be the least dangerous of the 3. Even Fake News “CNN” is now

reporting that in a new study involving over 600,000 veterans, its level of

“protection fell from 88% in March to 3% in August”.

Doesn’t really matter much though, because none of the mRNA jabs are

effective against the latest Delta variant that’s now the most common

one in circulation.

“and also heavily use chlorine dioxide before and after the shot”.

I’m with you HH on MMS. I’m never, ever taking the jab…but have MMS stored

as part of my Preppers Pharmarcy.

What is MMS:

In 1996 a man named Jim Humble discovered that a simple water purification

substance (which at the time was used worldwide) was effective in eradicating

malaria. After the first cases of malaria were recovered, Jim went on to develop

a formula using this substance mixed with a food grade acid—he called it

MMS (Master Mineral Solution). Since that time MMS has proven to restore

partial or full health to hundreds of thousands of people suffering from a wide

range of diseases. MMS is a weak oxidizer that when used properly can run

through the human body destroying disease pathogens and the poisons that

they create, while doing no harm to the body. It is estimated that more than

20,000,000 people have used MMS to date and there have been hundreds of

thousands of lives saved and many more improved. Up-to-date and complete

detailed information on MMS and how to use it to recover health is found in

Jim’s latest book, The MMS Health Recovery Guidebook available at:

TESTIMONIALS

https://mmstestimonials.co/

jhbooks.org

https://www.mms-healthyliving.com/cds-solution

You’d be much better off to find an Indian or Pakistani doctor and offer them $$$

to “Vax” you, as required by employers/government, if you know what I

mean(wink, wink).

This is really only relevant for those very close to a pension or retirement and who

are too fiscally overextended to try and find a comparable paying job to the level

they are currently earning. When it comes to boosters and all, hope it still works!!

Good luck!!

Personally, no amount of $$$ will make me get the jab. Render unto Caesar what is

Caesar’s and render unto the Lord what is the Lord’s.

If I had to do that, I’d go to an African American young male nurse in a clinic. I

had to get Covid tested three times (third time was a charm) and the young

black guy who did the final test was the only one who did it painlessly. He was

was a literal gentle giant. The white gals who did the other tests were either

careless or sadists. Hurt like a sonofabitch with them. One of them drew blood.

I figure that 1) a guy is less likely to be a stickler for legalities than a woman 2)

a nurse in a clinic earns less than a doctor and would be more amenable to a

bribe and 3) a black guy may be more likely to agree that it’s all fucked up and

bullshit anyway.

“…a guy is less likely to be a stickler for legalities than a woman…”

Agreed. I recently tried to bribe a hostess for a faster seating at a

restaurant . She just turned up her nose and sniffed as though she had

just discovered dog shit on her shoe. “I couldn’t do that…” A guy? Not so

much. He’d grin and hand us our menus. My wife laughed and laughed

and laughed at my presumption that a woman could be bribed. The

hostess ended up seating us early anyhow, so it all worked out.

Did you pat her on the ass while your wife wasn’t looking?

Its the short, fat, white ones with untidily bobbed hair that you need to

steer clear of. Angry petulant little women with a love of power.

Especially the ones named “Karen”! 

😉

 LOL

Like I always say: “Purple hair is a red flag.”

I had on me, and offered, $5,000 in cash to the Oriental Pharmacist.

She said that she couldn’t do it….

Don’t go to someone with a job that pays well, go to a grunt who would

welcome the extra $$.

I doubt that Dementia Joe or any of his Deep State crew was given the real

Covid clot shot. They probably all got saline!

I’m sorry to say that in 5 years the dollar won’t be worth squat. You would be better

off quitting withdrawing all your money in your retirement account and investing

in something else. Of course, it’d have been better if you did this without taking

that shot.

More like 5 months, and no doubt our new digital currency will be about as

valuable as the peso.

“Poor boy when you’re dead you won’t take nothin’ with you but your soul”

— Yoko Ono

Look up posts here on TBP by mark with a little “m” — he has posted many times a

detox regimen for those who have taken the “vaccine”; flash also posted this about

2 alternatives:

Check out other anti-inflammatories such as Artemisinin and Sarrapeptase , the

first for the viral load and the second for dissolving the spike protein.

Also Apocynin and Paeonol are a powerful combination.

“Moreover, artemisinin is an antimalarial drug and holds an overlapping

immunomodulatory effect against viral replication and inflammatory diseases. It is

used to treat fever and can be a suitable drug for 83.3% of COVID-19 patients, who

suffer from fever. It can inhibit TNF-α and IL-6, mediators of ARDS which

deteriorate COVID-19 patients’ state. It can be a promising treatment, as it has a

safe toxic profile; so, the high dose can be taken with lesser damage. Also, it can be

an alternative to other drugs having higher side effects like CQ and HCQ.

Furthermore, it can suppress the cytokine storm as well [74].”

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352914821000940

Proteolytic enzymes are specific enzymes that metabolize protein. These enzymes

are naturally produced by human body and other living organisms and help carry

out essential functions. Supplements with these enzymes show a favorable anti-

inflammatory effect on the tissues of the body.

A unique enzyme named ‘serratiopeptidase’ (Serratia E15 protease) has emerged as

one of the most potent anti-inflammatory supplements

It can digest dead tissue, blood clots, cysts, and arterial plaques [9]. The anti-

inflammatory properties of serratiopeptidase was first studied in Japan in 1967.

Later during the 1970s these parenteral enzyme formulations were replaced by

their enteric coated successors. During the 1980s and 1990s it was proposed by

separate research conducted in Europe and Japan that serratiopeptidase is the most

effective agent in reducing inflammation among all enzyme preparations.

Serratiopeptidase is also referred as serrapeptase which has been used to treat

chronic sinusitis, carpal tunnel syndrome, sprains, torn ligaments, and

postoperative inflammation [10], [11], [12]. Thus serratiopeptidase is proved to be a

stronger caseinolytic agent than any other known alkaline or neutral proteases.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5790697/

Removing Fuel from Coronavirus Fire: Blocking Superoxide with Apocynin and

Paeonol

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3773896

Comment by flash that I copied from:

https://www.theburningplatform.com/2021/10/08/ivermectin-vs-mercks-new-

early-treatment-drug/

Sweet Annie.

I haven’t heard anything about this since the beginning.

Tried to grow it but it didn’t take.

Makes you wonder if it’s also effective against cancer as other anti parasite

drugs seem to be.

Your informative post should be read by the entire population of the world.

Great job!

Or just don’t take any mRNA clot shots in the first place!

Just thinking through the mechanisms, It seemed most likely the J&J one will either

give an acute reaction close to when it was reaction, or none at all. The others all

looked like they had avenues to be time bombs.

Keep in mind that low level chronic problems are not very researchable.

Stop pitying yourself and get over it. There are places that will hire you, but not

with that attitude.

Youre a slave now..good luck

Vote harder. Even this article is soft-balling the actual stats. When can they just come out and

say that if you don’t fit into the puzzle that you are dead?

Revolt. Voting never changed a system.

My 71 year old wife who took the jab is experiencing nosebleeds and has no energy; stays in bed

way too much. A friends 42 year old son died in his sleep last night. Got the 2nd jab last week. My

guess, his heart. People are developing AIDS. 70%-90% of current hospital admissions for

Covid are fully vaccinated. Anything happens to my wife, you’ll be reading about me in the

funny papers. EOM

So sorry, Quiet Mike. Praying your wife gets better by taking the protocols to

counter the jab. God bless!

Thank you Anon. I thank all here for their good wishes.

Mike — see my response upthread to ZeroZeeo for info from flash on detox agents.

Here is some info that mark posted, although he now has a longer, more extensive

list of items that I didn’t copy:

mark

Just putting this out there for others (sharper knives than me) with their own

research to compare/add to.

I now have too many loved ones…and or loved ones of loved ones…who have taken a

jab…or will soon take it to make a living…some/most already have buyer’s

remorse…or those under tremendous pressure soon will…soon after.

These are 4 jab potential detoxers I am researching:

1. Glutathione

2. Sicilian rich mineral water

3. Zeolite powder (it comes in pills too…supposedly superior than the liquid form)

4. Quercetin with Bromelain

1. THIS ‘COULD’ BE HUGE!!!!!

“That is why treatments with glutathione have worked, and that is why treatments

with N-acetylcysteine, which is a precursor of glutathione. Because they work

providing the army with antioxidant reserves to deal with a toxic substance, a

poisoning, that has been introduced into the body by different ways”.

(Have not taken it but I’m intrigued – a female TBPer brought it up after one of my

posts, but I can’t remember what post or who…but thank you!)

2. HOW TO GET ALUMINUM OUT OF YOUR BO

Watch on

How to Get Aluminum out of your body.
Watch later Share

(Frigg’in Chemtrails)

3. HOW TO USE ‘ZEOLITE’ TO DETOXIFY HEAVY METALS AND RADIATION

POISONING FROM YOUR BODY

https://www.nutritruth.org/single-post/how-to-use-zeolite-to-detoxify-heavy-

metals-and-radiation-poisoning-from-your-body

(Been taking it for years to detox from Agent Orange)

4. COULD PINEAPPLES BE A NEW WEAPON AGAINST COVID -19

https://www.news-medical.net/news/20200917/Could-pineapples-be-a-new-

weapon-against-COVID-19.aspx

“QUERCETIN is more effective than cromolyn in blocking human mast cell

cytokine release and inhibits contact dermatitis and photosensitivity in humans”.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/22470478/

(Quercetin with Bromelain…comes together in pill form…been taking it awhile.)

Those are very interesting links. THANKS. That guy in the video is this guy:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christopher_Exley

Aside from the comment that “some of his work has been criticised” Wiki

doesn’t malign the guy.

Silicic acid in beer alleviates aluminum overdoses in mice.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28059788/

Llpoh might need to read this and make sure he’s using silicone dioxide to

remove yeast from his beer.

I guess I need to drink beer to remove the aluminum I got from cans of beer.

Works for me.

Beer in bottles always tastes better anyways!

Looks like i will need to go to the farmers market and pick up a couple more

supplements,thanks for the info. As a side note, the girl i spoke with last time

there said the FDA was considering placing N-acetylcysteine under

prescription use, what more evidence is needed to it’s efficiency ?

I really appreciate the aluminum toxicity links. That led me down a pretty deep

rabbit hole. Going to have to seriously reevaluate a few things in my life.

QM: Damn, sorry to hear that…as other’s have said, follow mark’s protocol, he

posts it regularly and he’s helped to relieve himself of his exposure to Agent

Orange.

Just a couple of more links that might help.

The Lew Rockwell link is a long read and somewhat technical, but very interesting

if you like that sort of thing. The main gist of the protocol is near the end of the

article (before the references). I would like to add the the nebulized hydrogen

peroxide combined with high doses of vitamin C seem to be very efficacious in

getting “long covid” under control.

Canceling the Spike Protein

The other link is just the best summary of Dr. Bloaylock’s protocol I could find. This

is new information to me and I haven’t done much research into the matter except

to say that Dr. Blaylock has also published protocols to counteract the negative

effects of flu vaccines in the past. The ingredients list is long and somewhat exotic

(to my simple layman’s mind at least) so I’m not sure how practical it is.

https://meganredshaw.substack.com/p/covid-vaccine-protocol-what-to-do

I’m not advocating for either of things nor should this be considered an exhaustive

list. I’m just adding to the repository of available information. Hopefully someone

will find some benefit from this.

Peacefully my azz.

We are using language to tap dance around the fact that the not-vaccines do not work at all, not

even a little bit. That the serious side effects may not be fully known for two to five years. I have

dozens of medical and scientific papers now on file that anyone with even a modest intellect

could understand. The snow job continues.

Not only that, but the VIRUS DOESN”T EXIST AT ALL. It’s just a big lie and a

rebranded flu.
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Vetfred

Apparently they’ve now purified it and they DO have a sample, but they also

admitted that they didn’t have a sample when they made these fake vaccines,

so they could only test them against the ‘regular’ cold & flu viruses, and with

‘computer models’.

You should send a few of those links to “Doctor Jill”. Maybe she can read them to

Dementia Joe as “bedtime stories”. LOL

“””Vaccine hesitancy””””

That’s the governments “term”. Nobody I know is vaccine hesitant. they DO NOT WANT IT,

PERIOD. NEVER. No hesitation about it, just a flat out refusal to take a deadly shot.

And as usual, this author makes the same mistake as most others, and that is the tacit

admission that the COVID virus actually exists. As long as people continue to believe the

phantom virus is real, and continues to assess the criminal governments numbers about it,

there will be no way to attack the root of the problem which is that the bankers are perpetuating

FEAR BASED ON A LIE.

My preparation H won’t work unless you use a little too. Help me out here.

[ giggle behind hand ]

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/video-conference-intercept-

china-communist-party-bosses-discuss-vaccine-say-everyone-who-took-the-vaccine-is-

dead

This sh!t wont go away until people can no longer make a quick buck off it. Thats what we’ve

(you not me) become. If the frickin fed govt & bill gates would quit funding this would all go

away.

So if someone breaks into your house to do you bodily harm you must resist “peacefully”?

I said years ago. The Governments is up to something. I was called a Conspiracy Theorist. You

get what you deserve. That many would take a dose of cyanide or sit in a gas chamber if

instructed by a Government manipulated doctor to do so. I laid out my evidence like Casket

liners being stacked behind abandoned businesses, Agenda 21, and other events. People did not

listen or sheeple so, go and follow the ram. Another frightening thing was the sign behind the

road sign. My mother and I began to follow them. I had just heard about them. They lead to train

tracks, empty field with barbed wire, interstate highways. These places was were huge

populations could be removed.

@Homer, could you expound on this? I’d like to look into it, but this is a bit too

cryptic to search on.

Another frightening thing was the sign behind the road sign. My mother and I

began to follow them. I had just heard about them. They lead to train tracks, empty

field with barbed wire, interstate highways.

I’m not being snarky, it’s a serious request.

Tough. If you are idiot enough to put into your body a foreign, unknown substance. You deserve

what you get. When I was four years old. The measles vaccine was experimental. My doctor

explained it in the simplest terms he could. He said that If I got measles I could die. This vaccine

will protect you. If you want it put your thumb on that pad and put your thumb there on the

form. My signature on this experimental vaccine release is a thumbprint. I asked one going to

give me the vaccine. What animal models had been used? He said, “none.” I asked for an

Informed Consent Form. He said, “We don’t need one.” I told him in not so many words that he

was a N@zi doctor

The vaccine push explained in simple terms for the useless eaters: Your governments want you

dead.

They are also looking healthier by the week too….but that may just be in contrast to the decline

of the vaxxed.

Hey, globalist psychopaths: take you fake vaccine and your lockdowns and shove up your

backsides. Never Comply. Live Free or Die!

Just as Australia has become a marxist state, America is following very, very closely behind, and

will soon join the Aussies. Vaccine mandates are strictly a marxist policy, without question.

Only 2.1% of the unvaccinated were PhD level. Did you guys even read the articles you are citing?

Only 1.2% of Americans hold a PhD. The more relevant question is what percent of

PhD’s are averse to getting a Covid “vaccine”. I believe it’s higher than all those

with lower levels of educational advancement – except for the lowest cohort – who

are blessed with common sense and street smarts.

Only ~ 2% of the world’s population even has a doctorate, and according to the US

Census Bureau, only 1.2% of the US population has a PhD.

That 2.1% that you cited would be ALL of them! And how many PhD’s did take the

jab? You don’t know that either! Uh oh! Looks like you just got ‘owned’ — by your

own ignorance! LOL

Hope I don’t sound smug when I say that back in Spring 2020, and the Covid case

numbers/deaths/etc. were coming out, there was a treasure trove of info to be found from CDC’s

own website regarding flu deaths. IIRC, the FL rate was ~10 per 100K, and the nat’l. avg. was 20

per for the years 2016-2018. This jibed more or less with what was current at that time. So, my

flashing red/clanging bells BS alarm went off. That’s all it took: virtually everything issued by

dot gov, the “experts”, you name it—was a lie. It helped knowing that all the forces of MSM, Big

Tech, and the current Admin in DC were arrayed against the hydroxy & ivermectin solutions and

promptly poo-poo’ed. It all smelled to high heaven. None of my info came from the TV; it was

from sites like TBP and all the medical papers that made me see clearly what was what. One last

thought: The CDC altered their death numbers overnight last June or July and erased 12K to

become 6K. Thus, the current CV deaths are really roughly the same as the EU number: the mid-

20Ks.

I learned many years ago to question the official news. Every citizen is armed with the most

important weapon of all and that is the power of free and independent thought. Today, more

than ever, we need to exercise that power. I knew from day one of the scamdemic that it was a

bunch of bull crap designed to control the population and wreck the country. During the

plandemic I have not had one moment of fear for my health. My fear is for the health of our

blessed Republic which is being destroyed right before our eyes.

Ditto. And we’re also ‘armed’ with other implements to save our Republic so we can

have independent thought and speech.
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